Message from the editor in Chief

The year 2023 promises many exciting developments for the Global Journal of Information Technology: Emerging Technologies (GJIT). In addition, the number of citations continues to rise strongly every year, in proportion to the increase in the number of articles published. In this respect, first of all, we would like to thank all our authors who have contributed to the success of our journal. While reviewing our new issue, we saw articles from different authors from different countries: The USA, Nigeria, Lebanon, Albania, Tirana, Brazil, Jordan, Indonesia, etc. The multiculturalism policy followed in our globally-focused journal makes us happy with every new issue. We examine the following research areas in the current issue; The topics of “ICT for Development: Impact of ICT on Development”, “Cloud Computing in Healthcare Industry: A Systematic Literature Review”, “Motivation for Fruitful Physics Learning”, “Contribution of Job Portals towards Employability Matching between Jobseekers and Employers Evidences from Albania”, “Deep Learning for Automatic Classification of Identification Documents”, “Digital Critical Pedagogy: Describing Paths To Digital Equity”, “Educational Technology With Relationship To The Quality Performance During The (COVID-19) Pandemic”, “Investigating the Need for the Development of Mathematics Physics E-Modules for Students”, “Games-Based Interactive Multimedia to Increase Student Creativity in Physical Education Course”.

In this issue, we are publishing seven research articles, one short article, and one review. We will continue to contribute to the literature within the scope of Educational Technologies with our strong team. Thanks to all our authors and the contributors to this issue.

Hope to see you in our new issue.

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Ezgi Pelin YILDIZ
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